Center for Pediatric Research Symposium May 5, 2016  
Sanford Center

7:30-8:00 **Registration / Breakfast**

8:00 **Welcome by Dr. David Pearce, PhD**  
PI, Center for Pediatrics Research COBRE  
President of Sanford Research

8:15 **Iain Drummond, PhD** -- *Kidney Morphogenesis and Regeneration in the Zebrafish*  
Professor  
MGH Nephrology  
Harvard Medical School

9:15 **Data Blitz**  
*Moderator: Kevin Francis* - Michelle Baack, Ilian Radichev, Lance Lee, Michelle Booze

9:45 **Break**

10:00 **Stephania Cormier, PhD** -- *Respiratory syncytial virus disease is mediated by age-variable IL-33*  
Professor, Pediatrics, Infectious Disease  
Scientific Director, Asthma Research  
University of Tennessee Health Science Center

11:00 **Jianning Tao, PhD** -- *The Role of Notch Pathway In Bone Development and Osteosarcoma*  
Associate Scientist  
Children’s Health Research Center  
Sanford Research

11:30 **Data Blitz**  
*Moderator: Peter Vitiello* - Kevin Francis, Jacob Cain, Malini Mukherjee, Haotian Zhao

12:00-1:00 **Lunch / Poster Presentations**

1:00 **Indra Chandrasekar, PhD** -- *Nonmuscle Myosin II Takes the Center Stage in Mammalian Endocytosis*  
Associate Scientist  
Children’s Health Research Center  
Sanford Research

1:30 **Joyce Ohm, PhD** -- *Epigenomic Dysregulation in Translocation Associated Sarcomas*  
Associate Professor  
Program Director, (COBRE) Epigenomics of Development and Disease  
School of Medicine and Health Sciences  
University of North Dakota